The retarding force of the charged particles when interacts with matter causing loss of particle energy, this physical phenomenon in nuclear physics called stopping power. it has a lot of important applications such as in nuclear medicine and privation effects of radiations. The charge particles are alpha and beta particles. in this paper we studies the stopping power, collision and the stopping power of radioactivity of nuclear elements and to find the relationship between stopping power collision and stopping power of radioactivity, with arrange of CSDA range for the low energy electrons data of element F. the CSDA range he CSDA range it is an average distant length of the moving charge particles when it is path slows to stop. By using approximation of CSDA range we can calculate the rate of the loss in the energy at any point along the path of the travel by assuming these energies loss at points of the track are equal to whole stopping power loss. The CSDA range can be found by reciprocal integration of the total stopping power. from the Figures (3) , (4), (5) and (6)we can get good results
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Introduction
Charged particles when passing through can ionize the atom of the matter, the speed of the charge particles loss energy in many stopping point. The stopping power of the particles can be estimated for Avery unites of the track length by . The stopping power is determined by the nature of the matter and the particle energy. The ion pair needs an amount of energy and the amount of ionization along the tracts is related to stopping power of the matter. The property of the matter determent the stopping power, the loss of the energy for Avery points along the track describes the event of the particles during its travel. Both units and numerical values are identical.
Collision Stopping Power
The collision stopping power is resulted from energy of incident of electrons on the atoms of matter. The differential cross-section per atomic electron for inelastic collisions leading to an energy transfer of , the stopping power of mass collision can be denoted as:
Where the atomic number of the medium, its density s Avogadro's number, the atomic weight of the medium. The ionised energy loss is estimated from Bethe-Bloch formula Where the radius of the electron, is rest energy of the electron, is the density effect, the electron velocity, is the mean excitation energy and is the energy of the incident electron on its rest energy. The polarization of the atoms of the matter is result when an electron passing through it. This leads to decreases of electric field of the electron. The extent is in turn leading to decrease in the stopping power. For high energy value, the density can be approximated as [ 
Stopping Power of Radiative
The deflection of the electron path when passing electron through electric field Causing radiative energy loss, this phenomenon is called bremsstrahlung. The collision occurs in electron, emitted photon and the value of the scattering of nucleus can be neglected because of it high mass. The deflection of the electron path will be more when the nucleus charge is high; therefore the energy loss is significant especially when the atomic number of the matter is high. The deflection of an electron path can occur even at low energies. And this of the deflection is proportionate with electron energy. So the collision losses decrees when energy electron increase. 
Total Stopping Power
Its total stopping power of electron and positron means the energy loss for every unit of the path length as a loss of ionization, excitation and the
radiations. And this is can be revealed by analytical expressions involving the use of these energy loss. a lot of works has been conducted now a days [5] [6] [7] [8] , the total stopping power in nuclear physics has a lot of application like in nuclear spectroscopy, surface layer analysis and semiconductor detectors [ 9, 10] . The collision losses of electrons and positron are depends on the natures and properties of the materials. By using spatial formula to evaluate this loss of the electron [11] . in the last few years there have been some important development in the techniques and theories that inside the physical properties in solid concept like ionic charge, atomic number [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , valence electrons and these inside has relation with property of the chemical bond that explain and to categorize a lot of essential properties of the solid. Although this relation does not give an accurate hints for every matter but we can get benefit to study the properties of the materials. Below the two Figures show the total stopping power of collision for Lead and Graphite 
Results and Discussions
From Theoretical point the results can be found by calculating stopping power collision and radiative stopping power together with CSDA data for F element. In the Figures 3a and 3b , the calculations represent a function of stopping powers to kinetic energy, for both sets Lin/Logelectron value after and before for F element. Figures 5a and 5b for the total stopping powers function of kinetic energy after and before Lin/Log electron data for F element. The CSDA approximation for the range tracks the distance for charging all particles travelling when become to rest. The rate of lossing energy in CSDA approximation, in every point of its path, is assuming equal losses to total stopping power. We can obtain it from the integrating of total stopping power reciprocal to energy. Figures 6a and 6b show the CSDA range the result of calculations. 
